
Target engagement assays are crucial in drug discovery. The process 
monitors compounds to ensure they are binding to the target protein at 
the intended site in order to be both effective and safe. Traditionally, target 
engagement has mainly been assessed on purified proteins in buffer rather 
than in a physiologically relevant, cellular environment. This could  give 
misleading data and result in late stage failure. 

Unlike conventional thermal shift-based target engagement assays, the 
patented CETSA® assay enables compound affinity to be measured against 
endogenously expressed protein targets within intact cells. By combining 
CETSA® with Alpha for throughput and sensitivity, you can gain 
confidence earlier, yield exceptional results - and  better insights.

GAIN MORE INSIGHTS 
FROM TARGET ENGAGEMENT ASSAYS

Knowledge and Power Working Together

Cellular Thermal Shift Assay (CETSA®) 
The CETSA® assay principle is based on the change in thermal denaturation profile of the 
target protein that occurs following the binding of a compound. The CETSA® assay is 
performed by incubating the cells with the test compound, followed by heating of the 
compound-treated cells, and then by measuring the remaining soluble target protein.

CETSA® provides a novel, cell-based, physiologically-relevant platform that uses  
endogenous protein levels in unmodified cells to assess target engagement throughout 
the drug discovery workflow.

Alpha Technology for High-Throughput, 
Cell-Based Detection 
Ease of use with no wash or separation steps and high sensitivity make Alpha an optimal 
choice for assays across a wide range of applications.   

The power of CETSA® combined with the throughput and sensitivity of homogeneous  
bead-based Alpha technology gives you more confidence in your compound, improved  
quality output, and reduced failure rate early in the process.
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Physiologically 
Relevant

Streamlined 
Workflow
• Faster time to results 
• No recombinant expression 
• No washing 
• Automation friendly 
• Early confidence in the drug    
   discovery process

High Performance
• Increased sensitivity 
• Wide dynamic range 
• Small sample size

Alpha CETSA®

for Target Engagement

• Cell-based detection assay 
• Endogenous target protein    
   in cellular environment 
• Primary-cell friendly

Learn More About Alpha CETSA® Products at https://www.perkinelmer.com/category/alpha-cetsa-kits

PerkinElmer is the exclusive seller of 
Alpha CETSA® and Alpha SureFire® 
CETSA® products from Pelago Bioscience.


